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USG plans to
accomplish
goals by May
Ancinec, Orians hope to
honor campaign promises
By Dana. Kim)
Assistant Pulse Editor

Last spring, students elected the
President and Vice President
of the Undergraduate Student
liovcrnment for the year on their
campaign promises.
Emily Ancinec and Rob Orians
were elected on the basis that
they would strengthen the student voice, reinvest in the campus
atmosphere, reevaluate policies on
weather and campus service, make
a shuttle application, have more
face to face time with students
and use campus notes and social
media more.
"I feel like we've had a really
strong start to the year," Ancinec
said.
USG has been fulfilling its
leaders' promises by working
to strengthen the student voice
through having its members on
different University committees where they can interact
with faculty and administration,
Ancinec said.
Ancinec and Orians have also
encouraged students and administrators to reinvest in the campus
atmosphere.
"It's about getting energy and
momentum back to Bowling
Green," Ancinec said. "Last spring
when we campaigned we felt like
BG had a lot to offer, but no one was
excited about it."
President Mary I lien Mazey has
helped with getting people more

Campus Operations clears out walkways, shortcuts for students
ByAbbyW.l.h
Reporter

*

big broom on the front of it, Depinet said.
Campus Operations is prepared for the
V 1 weather to come and has everything to tackle
Despite falling temperatures and snow, one it with.
department on campus is clearing the way for
"We have a huge salt barn out back of our
students to take a quicker route to class.
building and everything is ready to be used,"
Soon, walkways around campus will be Depinet said. "Now we are just waiting for it
plowed as the colder weather bring! more all to hit."
snowfall.
Depinet said that it depends on Campus
Campus Operations plans to use both a plow, Operations' assessment of how much snow
for when the heavy snow comes, and a mow there is in order to treat it and know what they
broom for the lighter snow that can be easily will use to clear it all.
brushed off. Campus operations tries to clear
"Sometimes all you need is a little salt,"
the walkways as often as needed.
she said.
"The sidewalks are cleared all throughout the
Instead of waiting for the snow to be cleared,
season; it just depends on the variables - if they some students, like Chris Duffman, find shortneed a plow, we will plow them," Director of cuts to classes around campus.
Campus Services Andrea Deplnet said. "If there
"I have class in University Hall, and I live in
Is only a little snow dust, we can use what we call
See SNOW | Page 6
the broom,"
The snow broom is basically a forkllft with a

See USG | Page 6
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IVAL GUIDE TO
FINISH STRONG BY ASKING
QUESTIONS IN, AFTER CLASSES
The BG New did the research for you on
this assignment Pay attention, because this is
the last e»am tip for the week.
Check out BGNEWSCOM (or each of the
previous four parts to this five part series.
Finals week is approaching, and while some
students might be feeling stressed to the
breaking point, knowing what questions to ask
might make studying a little easier.
Here are some tips on communicating with
teachers and asking them questions, provided
by graduate assistant Sabiha Parveen and
fellow students to help you end the semester
successfully.

EXAMS

4. If you don't feel comfortable asking
your instructor questions, always ask someone, Parveen said. Whether it's a teaching
assistant, faculty member, a classmate or
even a friend, never leave any question
unasked.

M»TrTVI0*A
RVMttT SERIES.

It Students should make sure to continue
asking any questions they have, even up to
the last minute, senior Alex Litalten and junior
Bridjet Mendyuk said. Some instructors will
even answer students' questions right before
handing out the exam. Parveen said.
2, Asking questions through email can
help instructors get a better idea of things students are finding unclear, Parveen said. Some
instructors will use one individual's questions
to address the entire class, in case others may
have the same questions, she said.

5. Lastly. Parveen said "there is no
such thing as a stupid question" Whether
or not you think you should ask. it's much
better to be clear about something you're
concerned with

VUtBCNEYfS.COM for a
video of studanti and faculty
talking about tht btntfits of
asking questions during dais.

3, Open communication with your instructors is important. Litalien said. Mendyuk

FORUM
New president seeks openness

FEEL THE BEAT

agrees and also added that using instructors' office hours can really help clear up
any questions you might have

BLOTTER

MOLLY MCFADOIN

ROB WALLACE (middle) of the International Studies program leads the University s tabla class at
the Arts Village on Thursday night. The class played North Indian classical music called Hindustani

SPORTS

The Blotter jumps ship

BG basketball cruises past Malone

The recently inaugurated University

Looking for some citations? No worries, This

The Falcon men's basketball team defeated

President began her career with a promise

weekend, the Blotter is moving deeper inside

Malone 87-44 Wednesday. The Falcons shot

to listen to students, and she has followed

the paper in order to accomodate for space and

63.9 percent led by a school-record 9-for-9

through on that promise so far | Page 4
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performance from A'uston Calhoun | Pagt 7
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is your campus shortcut?
I NICOLE KRUEGER
Senior, Middle Childhood Education
"I just don't use the sidewalks."

| Pag.4
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Put Us On Your
Christmas List!
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One Bedroom Apartments:
■ 117N.Main
*
OElm
• 216 N. Enterprise
N. Main ffII
>128W.Wooster
114 S. Main
Two Bedroom Apts. Duplexes & Houses:

320 Elm
316 Ridge Front
311,319 S. Main
507 & 525 E. Merry
843 Sixth
Three Bedroom Apts. &
330 N. Church
433 N. Enterprise -house
534 S. College A&B
734 Elm

*

Treasures

*

• 730 Elm
• 109 N. Main
•520ER.
»214N.Entei
Houses:
•119"!aay
• 338 N. Church Ho
• 123+127 E. Merry
• 455 S. Summit

STOPBYOI ROIIK i:

NEWIi'VE

TO PICK UP OUR COMPLETE
RENTAL BROCHURE.

(419)352.5620

Rentals

*
www.newloverenlals.com

atOuttakes@TheOaks

Snacks, flowers, gift bags,

2 Weeks

balloons, cards, jewelery,
along with many other gift

Campus Location
1432WoosterSt

& holiday items.

i ■'■'.".""■lym

BGSUA

DININGf©

EatLeamLh*

806-4267

Tanning

BeeGeeShoppingCenter
1062 N. Main

352-9055

Free tanning based on tanning
every othei day. Restrictions Apply
New customers only. Photo ID required.
Expires 12/31/2011

Versa Spa
Newest Sunless Spray Technology

www.Shop.DineOnCampus.com/BGSU
Would you like your gifts delivered?
Order online for delivery anywhere on campus!

10

843-2055
BBBBBBB
382-5055

Hr
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Online Gift Service offers perfect
roommate gifts including the
exam cram and healthy gift bags,
cookie cakes and more/

475-9855
841-5055

866-8655
874-6455

Open Everyday neCoctei^wi!

®to I» ^

toll free 866-tanprol

f

www.tanprousa.coni

&

HOODIES
CREWNECKS
LONG SLEEVE TEES
FULL ZIP SWEATSHIRTS
OPEN BOTTOM SWEATS

fllsk ITeM<l> ON©eR
$

Ujilimjted
Tani

20

16

99
mo.

Restrictions Apply. Photo ID required.
Expires 12/31/2011
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IBGSU.I

bool store
No othmr discounts apply.
Offmrs available in storm only,
whilm supplies last.

GIFT GUIDE
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Give the gift they won't
stop talking about.

VWS

Christmas & the Holidays
We've filled THE FLOWER BASKET with o
wonderful selection of candles, fresh & silk
arrangement plants, wreaths & very special gifts,
...all gentle on your budget.
165 S. Main
Downtown BG
419.352.6395
flowerbasket@fronti6i.com

£Ur,^ls
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The Plato's Closet Gift Card

www.TheFlowerBasketBG.com ^ttOVoer OObK-lXi

The Gift Of Fashion Never Goes Out Of Style.
"How did you know?" "It's just what I wanted!" "I love itT

Happy HoMujo! _

COLLEGIATE
CONNECTION

Plato's Closet buys and sells the
latest looks in brand name gently
used clothing and accessories for
guys and girls.

We're Closer Than You Think!

Gudi %aue. B6SU %out

FROMBGSU:
Take 1-75 North
to Exit 192
Merge onto I-475 toward
Maumee/Ann Arbor
Take exit for OH-25N
andmakearight.
Then right on
W South Boundary

wutmul
Let us help you fill out a

Find Us on
Fteebook!

PLATES
CLOSET

can get what you want
this season!

Plato's Closet Superstore Is In Perrysburg! 3XBigger!

419-352-8333
53lRii«eSi.B«*K,GwBi.OH434M

And We're Open Late!
»

. fn iii11nil i n^ri||iiii gpQi ijpn

....- ._

-

BCIjilDVPJIBdIlOi'B'llBlJ 'lbX& WWR

Open Mon-Sat 10AM - 9PM & Sun Moon - 6P

Walmart

Save money. Live better.

»v
- ^

»

Holiday Shopping on Your Mind
K o I o d a. y

C cv r d/ i

S e- cv y cr rv cv h

C h ct I' K i n 0

It' r a- p p is KV gf-

S u. p p I L e s

H O I c ii a y

t~> & o-<> r a t inns

H o I i d a y
(jj a in e s

S n o w

7" a h I c \v n r e
£r

T a y s

T <y o I i

131 West Gypsy Lane

352-3776

OPEN 24 HOURS

■
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"Whether you're a four-point student or a student who may be struggling academically,
finals week is a time that can really shape the semester."
Jill Carr. senior associate vice-president and dean of students, on stress during finals weelc[see story, pg.1].
Fnday, December 9 - Sunday, December II, 2011 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your campus shortcut?
"Any building in my

"I always go

"I cut through

"I go through

way."

through the

Olscamp."

the Life Science
Building-

Union"

N VISTUSAT
^ B6NfWS.COM
Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

DIAMOND LUNDY
Junior.
International Business

KYLE PATRICKS
Junior.
Athletic Training

MARYTIEKO,
Sophomore,
Accounting

MATEEVIKS.
Senior.
CommunKations

STAFF EDITORIAL

is just a cover up

Mazey, campus leaders stress transparency while connecting with students
transparent environment
When she reported to
I'aculty Senate on Tuesday,
Mazey addressed the idea of
increased transparency.
"There are some tough decisions to be made, but I want to
be as transparent as possible
during the process," she said.
Mazey's mention of transparency at the meeting matches her promise to "hit the
ground listening." as she said
when first arriving on campus.
While past administrators
were sometimes less available,
Mazey and her aclministration
have accepted the responsibility to communicate with students. As a student newspaper,
'The BG News notices when
administrators seem intrigued
by our questions, rather than
irritated and they have made
a point to help the students
understand the inner workings
of the administration.
Along with Mazey, some
campus leaders are being open
with and available to students.
Mike Paulus, Dining Services

director, can usually be seen
talking to students and click in
both of the new dining centers,
The Oaks and Carillon Place.
Jill Carr, vice president of
student affairs and dean of
students, often works with
student organizations. She is
taking on two larger responsibilities this year and has been
there from the start to assist
Mazey, even after initially retiring this past spring.
Rodney Rogers was recently
chosen as the new provost
and was well-received by the
I-dculty Senate and Board of
Trustees at their meetings this
past week.
At both meetings, Mazey
said she thinks Rogers will help
"bring stability to a position
that has been unstable for the
past five years."
These leaders are not the
only ones on campus helping
us to progress as an institution,
but they are representative of
the kind of leaders that will
help as to continue moving
forward.

As the keynote speaker said
at Mazey's inauguration ceremony, the University must
continue to help her and be
open with her throughout her
whole term — not just while
she is new or when we miss
her after she leaves.
The BG News hopes such
transparency and progress
is not just part of a "honeymoon phase" as the University
enters into its second century
with a new president Shiny
new buildings for students, as
well as brand new administrators who start out strong, are
providing an improved way of
thinking on campus.
Students should continue to
take advantage of the administrators' willingness to be so
open with them by asking for
their input and inviting them
to participate in their education and organizations on
campus.

Fire protection service

feedback at bgnewscom

Christmas conflict

Administration shows promise
We were intrigued to discover
the new University president
started a Facebook page at
some students' request when
she first arrived on campus.
Although it didn't involve the
serious issues that affect students, such as tuition and fees,
it showed a promising start for
our new president.
The BG News has interacted with President Mary Lllen
Mazey and her administration
throughout the semester and
is impressed with her transparency so far.
This past week, she attended dairy inauguration events
organized by a committee she
set up to share her celebration
with a variety of representatives on campus. Mazey has
also put herself in the public
eye, from visiting residence
halls with SIC SIC to attending
the Black Student Union's 15th
annual Kwanzaa celebratioa
Creating a presence on campus seems to be important to
her and the administration
as they aim to create a more

a question? Give us your

Respond to thestaffat
tlieiiews@bgnews.com

^fMAmnvnucxDi

There is not a war on
Christmas!
There 1 said it.
Every year at about this
time Facebook comes to life
with people proclaiming that
there is.
Their posts say things
like "I'm keeping Christ in
Christmas," and "I'm inviting
all my Facebook family and
friends to join me in returning to the traditional greeting of MERRY CHRISTMAS'
instead of the politically correct 'Happy Holidays'!!"
For the last three or four
years this has been talked
about by the conservatively
biased media as liberals trying
to take away Christmas and
make it a secularized holiday.
I don't know where this
theory began, but I believe

that this nonsense — at least
in its modern incarnation —
was started by the pundits
and hosts on the Fox News
channel.
They seem to be the main
ones who are pushing this narrative year after year, as I have
never heard anything about
this mentioned on any other
cable news network.
In feet, if you go to Fox
Nation website, they have a
whole page dedicated to the
faux 'War on Christmas.'
The belief seems to be that
saying "Happy Holidays"
instead of "Merry Christmas"
is anti-Christian, or at the
very least anti-Christmas. But
1 don't understand this point
of view.
Christmas is supposed to be
a time of "peace on earth and
goodwill toward your fellow
[person)."
Wouldn't goodwill toward
THACKER;!

FESTIVITIES OR FINALS?

should be a right, not a tax
K«J MATHEW DAV01I
■ rtt
COLUMNIST

M

"Tennessee family home
burns while firefighters
watch."
That reads like the opening line of a dystopian novel,
doesn't it? Perhaps Orwell's
"1984," Huxley's "Brave
New World," or Bradbury's
"Fahrenheit 451"?
But no, this is a real news
headline that appeared the
other day.
This happened because
the community that the
homeowners resided in, an
area outside of the city of
South Fulton, has a policy
that requires people to pay
a $75 annual fee for firefighting services.
This was not the first time
this happened.
The same scenario played
out about a year ago, in which
the home, possessions and

pets of the homeowners were
incinerated as they begged
the firefighters for help, offering to pay even more than the
annual fee, but to no avail.
In defense of this policy
to require those living outside the city limits of South
Fulton to pay an annual fee to
acquire firefighting services,
the mayor said: "There's no
way to go to every fire and
keep up the manpower, the
equipment and just the funding for the fire department."
If this is the reason behind
this dangerous policy, then
something must be done to
correct it. higher taxes if need
be, so that future preventable
tragedies can be prevented.
I do not see how withholding firefighting assistance,
especially when the firefighters are present, can be
an acceptable practice in a
humane, civilized society.
Don't get me wrong; I'm all
for individualism, personal
responsibility, and I do not go
about my day humming the
tune to "The Internationale,"

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor
■ Email us at rJwnews@bgoevvs.com.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to oor newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966
Email: theriews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

but this policy seems to be
verging on psychopathic
behavior.
I have this sinking feeling
that if this policy occurred
in any other country, the
American response would be
that said country was a backwards and barbarous state.
And while we seem ever
ready to criticize the human
rights abuses of other nations,
I believe it's time to recognize that we may be failing to
respect the rights of our own
citizens as well.
As a society, we should recognize firefighting services
as a right, and take steps to
ensure that all are covered.
And when I say "we" I mean
we, you and me.
We all have the freedoms
of speech, assembly and
suffrage.
There are many avenues
open to change this policy,
and if the policy does not
change, then we would all be
See DAVOLI | Page 5
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FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES

BLOCKING

ARCHIVES

SPEAK YOUR HIND

The site is updated dairy

Check out the sports

Miss something? Find

Comment on stories and

Podcasts. audio

with stories from the

blog for the latest in

articles and columns

slideshows and video

paper and online extras.

BG athletics.

since 2000.

columns, or send a letter
to the editor.
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add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thtntvnQbcjnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG New
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Weekend before
finals will be busy
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SHELDON'S READY FOR THE HOLIDAYS

"There will be
i^BJ
JAMES
WW KUHWTBH
. JWfFACUHYCOlUMNISl

On the usual Friday afternoon,
Bowling Green echoes and reechoes with the gentle screams
of people fleeing the city for
exciting weekend experiences
in exotic locations: Toledo,
Dayton, even Sandusky (the
Ohio town, not the alleged
creepoid in Pennsylvania).
But this is not a typical
Friday.
For one thing, it is the unofficial beginning of finals week,
and almost every University
student will be anchored to
a desk all weekend, quietly
preparing to do well on their
exams next week (don't look at
me like that).
For another, there is a pair
of events tonight that's worth
staying in town for.
The
Annual
Arts
Extravaganza is going on
Friday between 6 and 10 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Center.
This is always a blast.
There will be live music
groups performing in the foyer
and all sorts of wild art being
shown or performed throughout the center.
A perennial favorite of mine
is the Glass Hot Shop; there's
something especially fascinating about a skilled artist working with molten glass.
But there will also be tea
ceremonies, video and film
art. wandering musicians and
works of art, TARTA buses tarted up with fresh designs and
something called "Slap and
Tickle," which sounds like it
may verge on the illegal, or at
least inadvisable. (http://art.
bgsu.edu/ArtsX/index.cfm)

live music groups
performing in the
foyer and all sorts
of wild art being
shown or performed

throughout the
center."
Also, right across the way,
the Wolfe Center for the
Performing Arts is having its
gala opening tonight from 8
to 10 p.m.
Student films will be projected on the side of the new
center, it says here, which
makes it sound like an oldschool drive-in. Visitors will be
able to tour the long-awaited
performance venue.
I'm especially looking forward to having a look at some
Roman-era mosaics from
Antioch which have been
restored and are now on display in the lobby of the new
Eva Marie Saint Theater.
They used to be in Mel-all,
where few got to see them
unless they were headed for
a meeting with University
administrators and presumably had other stuff on
their minds.
So this Friday, the city and
the University will be kind of a
big deal.
If this keeps up, people may
see the city as a weekend destination that compares favorably even with Rudolph (the
Ohio town, not the alleged
reindeer).

He i XII it I to lames at
Ihenews@bgnews.com

Preferred
Properties Co.

SIANCARVER

DAVOLI
From Page 4

to blame for its continued
existence.
While I am very much
against the current policy, I
should be fair and say that
it does allow for firefighting
assistance to those that had
not paid if they are in imme-

THACKER
From Page 4

other people include not
making them feel like some
sort of outcast for not saying
what you deem to be the only
acceptable holiday greeting?
Furthermore, let me say
that I am a proud, card-carrying liberal, and as such 1 know
a lot of other liberals.
Never have I heard one
of them say, "We have to
do something to stop this
Christmas thing" The fact is
that, for the most part, we liberals are too inclusive to want
to prevent anyone from voicing their beliefs and feelings.

I.,| BuNlrtS

diate danger, but we should
keep in mind that things are
not so easy to manage in the
heat of the moment.
1 would like for you to consider a hypothetical scenario
of a future fire.
In all the chaos of the
fire, with the homeowners
begging the inactive firefighters to help, and with
everything else going on,

the missing status of a child
will be overlooked.
If only we refused to allow
this policy to continue, then
firefighters would have
gone into the building and
encountered a little girl that
was overlooked.
But since we did not put a
stop to this policy, the firefighters would have remained
outside with arms crossed,

and all the while the girl
would whimper and wait for
help that would never come.
I fear that this scenario may
become a reality any day now.
I fear that we will all be
complied in the death of that
child.

Inclusivity is the reason
that most of us prefer to say
"Happy Holidays" because
we want to include our
brothers and sisters who
may be Jewish, Muslim or
who celebrate Kwanzaa. We
want everyone to feel like
they are a part of this joyous
time of year.
Personally, 1 think the
whole "War on Christmas"
issue is a non-issue which is
used (like many others) to
distract us and keep us from
talking about the important
topics of the day.
The theory behind this
being is that if we spend a
lot of time debating things
like whether or not the

Grinch is actually trying to
steal Christmas, we will not
be debating things like the
influence of corporate greed
in our public policies.
One last thing, many of
the people who accuse liberals of trying to take Christ
out of Christmas are the
very same ones who love
to put up Christmas trees,
hang stockings and regale
their children with stories
of Santa Claus — none
of which has anything to
do with the birth of Jesus
Christ, for which the holiday is supposed to be a celebration of.
Most of our contemporary "Christian" Christmas

traditions come from pagan
celebrations that were at
one time associated with
the winter solstice, not
Christmas.
So in conclusion 1 will just
say that I wish much love and
peace to my brothers and
sisters of all races, religions,
gender, age and sexual orientation.
Merry Christmas, Happy
Holidays, and 1 hope you find
you and your loved ones truly
blessed this Christmas/holiday season, regardless of how
you refer to it.

Respond lo Mathew at
lhenews@bgneivs.com

Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com

www.preferredpropcrtieKO.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 18am - 4:30pm
530 S. Maple St. j 419.352.9378

Find a Place to Call Home
(I Bedroom & Efficiency Houses Also Available)

we. lived <vt
Copper ISeech ...
Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

g JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Great Selection of
Houses fi* Apartments
Good Locations!
n i ft I L ft DL »~
rvi\t.Ui£""£.vZv
We have Efficiencies,
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
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THURS., DEC. 8

BLOTTER
WED., DEC. 7
9:12 A.M.
Willard L. Reyome. 77. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
traffic control device/red light
violation in an accident that
caused an injury.
11:42 A.M.
Complainant reported graffiti within the 100 block of S.
Main St.
2:24 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime between 9 a.m. and 2
p.m. that someone stole his
36" Samsung flatscreen television valued at $700

2:36 A.M.
Complainant reported a
vehicle stolen within the
1000 block of Fairview Ave.
The 1997 Chevy Lumina was
stolen after the complainant
started his vehicle at 2:20
a.m.. left, and then returned
to find it missing.

CAMPUS

SPORTS

CORRECTION

CITY
BRIEF

The pedestrians were struck by the
truck while crossing the 100 block of
N. Main St. The truck was driven by
Rodolfo Telles. 59. of Weston, Ohio.

Two people hit by car
on Main Street

Austin Daniel Morrison. 22: and
Michael A. Orange. 59. both of
Bowling Green, were transported by
the Bowling Green Fire Division to
Wood County Hospital, and Morrison
was later taken by air ambulance to a
Toledo area hospital.

DIVERSITY DANCE

SNOW
From Page I

Harshman so just walking
straight past East Hall and the
bus stop near the Education
building saves me time when
going to class," Freshman
Chris Duffman said.
Duffman said he also
has classes in the technology building, which is his
farthest class. He said he
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THE UMDABU Dance Company performed a Zulu dance for the Black Student
Unions 15th annual Kwanzaa event on Wednesday night. To read more about the
celebration, see a web-exclusive story at BGNEWS COM
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excited about the University,
Ancinec said.
"We want to celebrate what
makes us BG," Ancinec said.
Ancinec and Orians also
plan to re-evaluate what they
think are unclear weather
and campus service policies.
"We felt that they were not
defined that well," Ancinec
said. "If there is a storm coming through and there's still
class, we want to know why
we still have class."
Senior Sarah Modene
agrees that policies needed
clarifying.
"1 think that's a step in the
right direction, it's something 1 was really worried
about last semester because
I didn't live in BG," Modene
said. "1 think the main thing
is that students have more of
a voice in matters."
USG is beginning to work
on making it clear, so students know how snow days
and weather policies are
decided, Ancinec said.

THE CHRISTMAS
STORY
IN

by 12/17 and recieve
aSlOOgiftcardon
the spot!
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Founders.tbq shortHall arjdfepxiariTfell JRd go straight.
Stgdertowftass the Education
building. East Hal and the Carillon on
their way there.

A mobile shuttle app is
also something Ancinec
and Orians included in
their campaign platform.
The app is currently in the
works and when completed,
it should be free to students,
Ancinec said.
Face-to-face time with
students is also important to USG members, but
Ancinec said she isn't personally able to talk as much
with students.
"I'm in meetings; I spend
a lot of time with administrators," Ancinec said. "The
senate as a whole — because
of how far-reaching we are—
is trying to be more visible."
However, Ancinec is a
tour guide on campus,
which allows her to talk to
prospective students, said
Derek Sword, USG internal
affairs chair.
One other way the organization is trying to increase
their visibility is by using
social media more. USG
has increased their use
of Facebook and Twitter,
Ancinec said.
"When the gender expres-

STILL AVAILABLE

Sign a lease' and
pay a Security Deposit

Business Administration
building, so I walk behind
the Psychology building,
Overman Hall and Hayes
Hall to get there quickly,"
Henrich said.
Henrich said that she has
figured out most shortcuts
around campus by "walking around with friends and
just going to classes different
ways when I have some time
to spare before class."

If students are trying to walk tojtards "^Students whg affijpping from

1,2,3 Bedrooms
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North College Street, possibly the fastest way to get
to the Life Sciences building, Mathematical Sciences
building and Overman Hall
on their way toward the
Student Union and the rest
of campus. Like Duffman,
sophomore Janet Henrich
stays on the lookout for
shortcuts around campus.
"I live in Offenhauer,
and my farthest class is the

Alternate Routes

From Page 1

V

walks in front of the Wolfe
Center onto Ridge Street and
walks behind the Overman
Hall building straight to the
Technology building.
"It took me a while, but I
found that is the fastest way
to get to that class for me,"
Duffman said.
Students coming from
the McDonald, Offenhauer
or Falcon Heights residence
halls can walk South of

• If students are coming from the Founders
residence hall and going towards
the Mathematical Sciences building,
''
Psychology build^ortt^Khnotagy
building, the fastest way*0ulobe to cut
bejimd the Union, rather than wafting

USG

TO

For photos of the Wolfe Center open house,
check out the photo galleries tab online and
look for a story on the open house in Monday's
print edition

For brief recaps of
the BG hockey and
women's basketball
games this weekend
check out the Sports
page online

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

512 PM.
Complainant reported her
door kicked m within the 500
block of E. Merry Ave The
damage is estimated at $100.

The Bowling Green Police Division
is currently investigating a traffic accident involving two pedestrians and a
pickup truck.

Can't wait for the next issue of The BG News on Monday?
Go to BGNEWS.COM this weekend for exclusive web content, including:

CORRECTION
POLICY

The article "Impressive ink"
in the Dec 7 and 8 print edition of The BG News identified Donna Trautman and
Chuck Spontelli as Visual
Communication Technology
"instructors." To clarify, both
are associate professors.
The article also incorrectly
identified the Department
of Visual Communication
& Technology Education as
the "Visual Communication
Technology Department."

4:19 P.M.
Complainant reported coming home and finding items
missing from his residence
within the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave.
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*""rfisch«f^SvMeasy Students can
walk West on Ridge Street to get
straight to the Mathematical Sciences
building, Jerome Library. Business
Administration bulking, Olscamp,
Eppler and Hayes Hal

sion resolution passed, I
came right back to the office
and put it on Facebook."
Ancinec said. "We've promoted everyone in the senate to tell their friends to follow us," she said.
Modene doesn't know
what USG is and suggested
campus updates as a way to
get the word out.
"I'm not familiar with
the organization |USG|
at all," Modene said. "But
think it's important to know
more. They can always send
announcements out through
daily updates via email, I
know people look at those."
The organization does
put information on campus
updates, but Sword isn't sure
students read them.
"We have a long list of goals
and ways to achieve them for
students," Sword said.
At the beginning of the
semester, Ancinec said she
wasn't sure of the what the
key issue would be.
"The biggest one is the one
we don't know about, that
hasn't come up yet, that's
kind of our rule of thumb..."

Ancinec said in an interview
in August.
So far this semester,
Ancinec said the big issue
was the Toledo Area Regional
Transit Authority bus service
that was proposed to come
to the University. There were
several meetings about it,
but in the end, Ancinec said
USG didn't have enough
information about the
bus service to endorse the
TARTA student group and
haven't heard any updates.
Sword said he thinks
Ancinec and Orians will
fulfill their campaign goals
by May.
"By the end of next
semester I think they will
have accomplished everything they set out to do,"
Sword said.
USG is hosting a retreat in
January, and Ancinec said
they will reassess and plan
what to do next semester.
"We will look at what we've
done so far, what we want to
finish and what we want to
do," Ancinec said. "We would
like the things we're working
on to come full swing."
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BG swimming looks forward after
strong first half of season

Women's basketball to play weekend games
against Austin Peay, Jacksonville

By ttTMn tiutii"Wooo
Reporter

To BG swimming coach Petra Martin, this
year's swim season started long before any
competitive meet took place.
"The start of a good season actually
doesn't begin in September or August, but
in the summer where our swimmers need to
train," Martin said.
All of the swimmers train hard all throughout the summer months in preparation for
the season to come. Some stay in Bowling
Green to train with Martin, while others
swim for club teams in their hometowns.
A good training summer generally leads to
strong results and allows the team to immediately start its season preparation.
With the schedule halfway complete, the
team looks forward to the Mid-American
Conference Championships ahead. There
will be four dual meets before the championship; however, the team will continue to
train hard.
Beingtiredfordualrneetsisnormal,according to Mai MI i. The team doesn't take many
rests before dual meets, and as a result the

meets
vary.
Martin points to
the team results at the
last invitational as a testament to her philosophy.
"I don't like to rest my team for dual meets,
so as you probably notice, our times are
very very different when we give them some
rest, hence the results at the invitational last
week." Martin said.
The Falcons finished third at the TPSC
Invitational last week, winning 10 of the 18
events throughout the invite.
Producing such a strong result gives the
team a motivational lift
"We have a very dose team as it is, but at
the Invite last week something special happened," Martin said "I don't really have a
name for it, but the team came together even
doser; they clicked, and the level of energy
was incredible."

Being home never felt so
good.
BG will return to the Stroh
for a two-game set, which is part of the next
three of four games at home.
The Falcons are scheduled to pair up
with the Austin Peay Governors on Friday
and the Jacksonville University Dolphins
on Sunday.
The last time BG and Austin Peay met in
Tennessee, the Falcons ran the show—outscoring the Governors 69-42.
A lot has changed for the Falcons
since then.
Instead of having a veteran front five like
last year, BG is being led by its only returning starter—junior Chrissy Steffen.
Steffen is averaging 16.9 points a game
and continues to outdo her previous game
totals each time. Against Youngstown State,
Steffen had her third 20-point game of her
last four, and she leads the team in points
and assists.
Although individual performances are

With the biggest tests of the season to
See SWIM | Page 8

important, it is the team that gets a win.
The Falcons are 5-2 compared to APSU,
who at 2-6 has as many wins as BG has
losses.
BG suffered losses in its first two games,
one on the road against Dayton and in the
home opener against nationally-ranked
Purdue, but the team has turned the
tables and is rolling right along with five
straight wins,
Austin Peay, however, is quite the opposite. The team won its first two games and
have been on a downhill spiral, losing its
last six.
The Govs are much like the Falcons in
one respect. They are led by one of only
two seniors on the team — guard Whitney
Hanley.
Hanley leads her team in points and
assists just like Steffen, 16.8 and 2.5
respectively.
She led Austin Peay in a close loss against
Middle Tennessee with 23 points and was
the first to score a basket for the Governors
See WOMEN'S | Page 8

Falcons muscle past Malone, prepare for Valparaiso
ByRyanSatkowtak
Sports Editor

The first minute-and-a-half was just
a warm-up for A'uston Calhoun.
BG's 6-foot-7 forward threw down
three monstrous dunks to start the
game, leading to a school-record
9-for-9 shooting performance as
the Falcons defeated Malone 87-44
Wednesday night.
The Falcons started the game on
a 10-0 run and never looked back as
BG earned its largest win in 12 years.
"Our main thing was to just play
inside and look for our bigs posting
up," said Calhoun. who scored all
20 of his points in the first half. "We
started off getting a lot of easy buckets in the paint, and that just worked
for us the whole game."
With Malone running a threeguard system, the Falcons attacked
the post, outscoring Malone 58-16
in the paint. BG's three leading scorers — Calhoun, Cameron Black and
Torian Oglesby — combined for 41
points on 19-of-20 shooting.
The Falcons also limited turnovers, committing only 10. They
scored 28 points off Malone's turnovers, while the Pioneers failed to
score any points off a BG turnover.

"Our main thing was to just play inside and look
for our bigs posting up. We started off getting
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a lot of easy buckets in the paint, and that just
worked for us the whole game."

wF^i

A'uston Calhoun I BG Forward

BG also shared the ball well, dishing out 25 assists on the 39 field
goals made.
"I thought that we played total
team ball tonight," coach Louis Orr
said. "I thought that offensively we
shared the ball well. We got A'uston
going early; it was good to see him
put the ball in the basket.
"I thought our big guys—A'uston,
Cam and Torian — were very efficient offensively. Overall, it was a
good team effort."
The Falcons had one of their best
shooting games of the season, shooting 63.9 percent (39-of-61) from the
field, while they held Malone to only
24.2 percent shooting.
Even though Orr gave his starters a rest of the majority of the
second half, the Falcons continued
to dominate the flow of the game,
outscoring the Pioneers 46-20 in
the second frame.

All 14 players who saw action for
BG scored at least a point.
"It's great; I enjoy watching everyone play," Calhoun said. "This is a
really close team, and I enjoy playing
with everybody. I wish I could be
out there with every lineup because
we play so well together, and we just
have fun."
Now, the Falcons will look to take
the momentum built from this game
into a Saturday night road contest
against Valparaiso.
BG beat the Crusaders 87-70 the
last time these teams played during
the 2009-10 season. However, this
Crusaders team comes into the game
with a 6-3 record and a huge victory
against Butler, who lost to UConn
in the 2011 National Championship
game last Saturday.
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See MEN'S | Page 8

JAMES ERGER BG forward, looks lo pass the lull around Malone guard Che Richardson during
the Falcons' 87-44 win against the Pioneers Wednesday raght
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Willard L Reyome. 77, of
Bowling Gteen. was cited for
traffic control device/red light
violation in an accident that
caused an injury.
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2:36 A.M.
Complainant reported a
vehicle stolen within the
1000 block of Fairview Ave.
The 1997 Chevy Lumina was
stolen after the complainant
started his vehicle at 2:20
a.m.. left, and then returned
to find it missing.

HOT ON Till; INTERNET
Can't wait for the next issue of The BG News on Monday?
Go to BGNEWS.COM this weekend for exclusive web content, including:

2:24 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime between 9 a.m and 2
p.m. that someone stole his
36" Samsung flatscreen television valued at $700.

CAMPUS

SPORTS

CORRECTION
POLICY

11:42 A.M.
Complainant reported graffiti within the 100 block of S.
Main St.

For photos of the Wolfe Center open house,
check out the photo galleries tab online and
look for a story on the open house in Monday's
print edition

For brief recaps of
the BG hockey and
women's basketball
games this weekend
check out the Sports
page online

We want to correct all factual
errors If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

CORRECTION

5:12 P.M.
Complainant reported her
door kicked in within the 500
block of E Merry Ave. The
damage is estimated at $100

The article "Impressive ink"
in the Dec. 7 and 8 print edition of The BG News identified Donna Trautman and
Chuck Spontelli as Visual
Communication Technology
"instructors." To clarify, both
are associate professors.
The article also incorrectly
identified the Department
of Visual Communication
& Technology Education as
the 'Visual Communication
Technology Department."

CITY
BRIEF

The pedestrians were struck by the
truck while crossing the 100 block ol
N. Main St. The truck was driven by
Rodolfo Telles. 59. of Weston. Ohio.

Two people hit by car
on Main Street

Austin Daniel Morrison. 22; and
Michael A. Orange. 59. both of
Bowling Green, were transported by
the Bowling Green Fire Division to
Wood County Hospital, and Morrison
was later taken by air ambulance to a
Toledo area hospital

The Bowling Green Police Division
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THURS., DEC. 8

BLOTTER

is currently investigating a traffic accident involving two pedestrians and a
pickup truck.
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4:19 P.M.
Complainant reported coming home and finding items
missing from his residence
within the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave.
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SNOW
From Page 1

Harshman so just walking
straight past East Hall and the
bus stop near the Education
building saves me time when
going to class," Freshman
Chris Huffman said.
Huffman said he also
has classes in the technology building, which is his
farthest class. He said he

walks in front of the Wolfe
Center onto Ridge Street and
walks behind the Overman
Hall building straight to the
Technology building.
"It took me a while, but 1
found that is the fastest way
to get to that class for me,"
Duffman said.
Students coming from
the McDonald, Offenhauer
or Falcon Heights residence
halls can walk South of

North College Street, possibly the fastest way to get
to the Life Sciences building, Mathematical Sciences
building and Overman Hall
on their way toward the
Student Union and the rest
of campus. Like Duffman,
sophomore Janet Henrich
stays on the lookout for
shortcuts around campus.
"I live in Offenhauer,
and my farthest class is the

Business Administration
building, so I walk behind
the Psychology building,
Overman Hall and Hayes
Hall to get there quickly,"
Henrich said.
Henrich said that she has
figured out most shortcuts
around campus by "walking around with friends and
just going to classes different
ways when I have some time
to spare before class."

Alternate Routes
• If students are coming from the Founders
residence hall and going towards
the Mathematical Sciences building.
Psychology building orthtfTechnology
building, the fastest wayufcoulfj be to cut
behind the Union, rather than walking
around the front of ft.

If students are trying to walk to»(jrds "^Students who attjoffiing from
Kraisdfiftoin Founders, th^ short' "Kreischef ftavffteasy. Students can
walk West on Ridge Street to get
.^•stWyAtocu
straight to the Mathematical Sciences
Hall andjtofiah Hall a'rfd go straight.
building, Jerome Library, Business
SEjderasiSfyass the Education
Administration building, Olscamp.
building, East Hall and the Carillon on
Eppler and Hayes Hall.
their way there

DIVERSITY DANCE

USG
From Page 1

THE UMDABU ^orxe Company performed a Zulu dance for the Black Student
Union's ISth annual Kwaruaa event on Wednesday night To read more about the
celebration, see a web-exclusive story at BGNEWSCOM

excited about the University,
Ancinec said.
"We want to celebrate what
makes us BG," Ancinec said.
Ancinec and Orians also
plan to re-evaluate what they
think are unclear weather
and campus service policies.
"We felt that they were not
defined that well," Ancinec
said. "If there is a storm coming through and there's still
class, we want to know why
we still have class."
Senior Sarah Modene
agrees that policies needed
clarifying.
"I think that's a step in the
right direction, it's something 1 was really worried
about last semester because
I didn't live in BG," Modene
said. "I think the main thing
is that students have more of
a voice in matters."
USG is beginning to work
on making it clear, so students know how snow days
and weather policies are
decided, Ancinec said.

A mobile shuttle app is
also something Ancinec
and Orians included in
their campaign platform.
The app is currently in the
works and when completed,
it should be free to students,
Ancinec said.
Face-to-face time with
students is also important to USG members, but
Ancinec said she isn't personally able to talk as much
with students.
"I'm in meetings; I spend
a lot of time with administrators," Ancinec said. "The
senate as a whole — because
of how far-reaching we are—
is trying to be more visible."
However, Ancinec is a
tour guide on campus,
which allows her to talk to
prospective students, said
Derek Sword, USG internal
affairs chair.
One other way the organization is trying to increase
their visibility is by using
social media more. USG
has increased their use
of Facebook and Twitter,
Ancinec said.
"When the gender expres-
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sion resolution passed, I
came right back to the office
and put it on Facebook,"
Ancinec said. "We've promoted everyone in the senate to tell their friends to follow us," she said.
Modene doesn't know
what USG is and suggested
campus updates as a way to
get the word out.
"I'm not familiar with
the organization |USG]
at all," Modene said. "But
think it's important to know
more. They can always send
announcements out through
daily updates via email, I
know people look at those."
The organization does
put information on campus
updates, but Sword isn't sure
students read them.
"We have a longlist of goals
and ways to achieve them for
students," Sword said.
At the beginning of the
semester, Ancinec said she
wasn't sure of the what the
key issue would be.
"The biggest one is the one
we don't know about, that
hasn't come up yet, that's
kind of our rule of thumb..."

Ancinec said in an interview
in August.
So far this semester,
Ancinec said the big issue
was the Toledo Area Regional
Transit Authority bus service
that was proposed to come
to the University. There were
several meetings about it,
but in the end, Ancinec said
USG didn't have enough
information about the
bus service to endorse the
TARTA student group and
haven't heard any updates.
Sword said he thinks
Ancinec and Orians will
fulfill their campaign goals
by May.
"By the end of next
semester I think they will
have accomplished everything they set out to do,"
Sword said.
USG is hosting a retreat in
January, and Ancinec said
they will reassess and plan
what to do next semester.
"We will look at what we've
done so far, what we want to
finish and what we want to
do," Ancinec said. "We would
like the things we're working
on to come full swing."
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BG swimming looks forward after
strong first half of season
By Ma Eattonwood
Reporter

To BG swimming coach Petra Martin, this
year's swim season started long before any
competitive meet took place.
"The start of a good season actually
doesn't begin in September or August, but
in the summer where our swimmers need to
train." Martin said.
All of the swimmers train hard all throughout the summer months in preparation for
the season to come. Some stay in Bowling
Green to train with Martin, while others
swim for club teams in their hometowns.
A good training summer generally leads to
strong results and allows the team to immediately start its season preparation.
With the schedule halfway complete, the
team looks forward to the Mid-American
Conference Championships ahead. There
will be four dual meets before the championship; however, the team will continue to
train hard.
Beingtiredfordualmeetsisnormal,according to Martin. The team doesn't take many
rests before dual meets, and as a result the

Women's basketball to play weekend games
against Austin Peay, Jacksonville

times between
invites
and
meets
vary.
Martin points to
the team results at the
last invitational as a testament to her philosophy.
"I don't like to rest my team for dual meets,
so as you probably notice, our times are
very very different when we give them some
rest, hence the results at the Invitational last
week," Martin said.
The Falcons finished third at the TPSC
Invitational last week, winning 10 of the 18
events throughout the invite
Producing such a strong result gives the
team a motivational lift.
"We have a very close team as it is, but at
the Invite last week something special happened," Martin said. "I don't really have a
name for it, but the team came together even
closer they clicked, and the level of energy
was incredible."
With the biggest tests of the season to

Being home never felt so
good.
BG will return to the Stroh
for a two-game set, which is part of the next
three of four games at home.
The Falcons are scheduled to pair up
with the Austin Peay Governors on Friday
and the lacksonville University Dolphins
on Sunday.
The last time BG and Austin Peay met in
Tennessee, the Falcons ran the show—outscoring the Governors 69-42.
A lot has changed for the Falcons
since then.
Instead of having a veteran front five like
last year, BG is being led by its only returning starter — junior Chrissy Steffen.
Steffen is averaging 16.9 points a game
and continues to outdo her previous game
totals each time. Against Youngstown State,
Steffen had her third 20-point game of her
last four, and she leads the team in points
and assists.
Although individual performances are

See SWIM | Page 8

important, it is the team that gets a win.
The Falcons are 5-2 compared to APSU,
who at 2-6 has as many wins as BG has
losses.
BG suffered losses in its first two games,
one on the road against Dayton and in the
home opener against nationally-ranked
Purdue, but the team has turned the
tables and is rolling right along with five
straight wins.
Austin Peay, however, is quite the opposite. The team won its first two games and
have been on a downhill spiral, losing its
last six.
The Govs are much like the Falcons in
one respect. They are led by one of only
two seniors on the team — guard Whitney
Hanley.
Ilanley leads her team in points and
assists just like Steffen, 16.8 and 2.5
respectively.
She led Austin Peay in a close loss against
Middle Tennessee with 23 points and was
the first to score a basket for the Governors
See WOMEN'S | Page 8

Falcons muscle past Malone, prepare for Valparaiso
By Ryan Silkowiak
Sports Editor

The first minute-and-a-half was just
a warm-up for A'uston Calhoun.
BG's 6-foot-7 forward threw down
three monstrous dunks to start the
game, leading to a school-record
9-for-9 shooting performance as
the Falcons defeated Malone 87-44
Wednesday night.
The Falcons started the game on
a 10-0 run and never looked back as
BG earned its largest win in 12 years.
"Our main thing was to just play
inside and look for our bigs posting
up," said Calhoun, who scored all
20 of his points in the first half. "We
started off getting a lot of easy buckets in the paint, and that just worked
for us the whole game."
With Malone running a threeguard system, the Falcons attacked
the post, outscoring Malone 58-16
in the paint. BG's three leading scorers — Calhoun. Cameron Black and
Torian Oglesby — combined for 41
points on 19-of-20 shooting.
The Falcons also limited turnovers, committing only 10. They
scored 28 points off Malone's turnovers, while the Pioneers failed to
score any points off a BG turnover.

FACEBOOK

"Our main thing was to just play inside and look
for our bigs posting up. We started off getting
a lot of easy buckets in the paint, and that just
worked for us the whole game."
A'uston Calhoun I BG Forward

BG also shared the ball well, dishing out 25 assists on the 39 field
goals made.
"I thought that we played total
team ball tonight," coach Louis Onsaid. "1 thought that offensively we
shared the ball well. We got A'uston
going early; it was good to see him
put the ball in the basket.
"I thought our big guys — A'uston,
Cam and Torian — were very efficient offensively. Overall, it was a
good team effort."
The Falcons had one of their best
shooting games of the season, shooting 63.9 percent (39-of-61) from the
field, while they held Malone to only
24.2 percent shooting.
Even though Orr gave his starters a rest of the majority of the
second half, the Falcons continued
to dominate the flow of the game,
outscoring the Pioneers 46-20 in
the second frame.

All 14 players who saw action for
BG scored at least a point.
"It's great; I enjoy watching everyone play," Calhoun said. "This is a
really close team and 1 enjoy playing
with everybody. I wish I could be
out there with every lineup because
we play so well together, and we just
have fun."
Now, the Falcons will look to take
the momentum built from this game
into a Saturday night road contest
against Valparaiso.
BG beat the Crusaders 87-70 the
last time these teams played during
the 2009-10 season. However, this
Crusaders team comes into the game
with a 6-3 record and a huge victory
against Butler, who lost to UConn
in the 2011 National Championship
game last Saturday.
See MEN'S | Page 8
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JAMES ERGER BG forward, looks to pass the ball around Malone guard Che Richardson during
the Falcons' 87-44 win against the Pioneers Wednesday night.
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BG hockey looks to end skid in
home-and-home with WMU
ByMattNy*
Reporter

The BG hockey team will be
taking on the Broncos limn
No. 8 Western Michigan
University this weekend in a
home-and-home series.
Last season the Falcons
went 0-1-1-1 against the
Broncos, where sophomore Ryan Viselli scored
his first career goal in the
first game.
The Falcons are still
struggling to produce
positive results in the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. BG has a record

of 1-10-1-1 in the CCHA,
with both non-losses coming on the road. Coach Chris
Bergeron is 4-31-5 in the
CCHA since being named the
coach for BG.
Western Michigan (8-4-4,
6-4-2-2 CCHA) is coming off
a series sweep against Ferris
State where it outscored the
Bulldogs 7-2.
The Broncos are led
by sophomores Shane
Berschbach and Chase
Balisy. They both have
recorded a team-high 14
points on the season. Junior
Dane Walters leads the
Broncos in goals with six.

"They definitely can
beat anyone on any
given night They Wee
to play an up-anddown game."
Chris Bergeron | BG coach

The Broncos also have reigning CCHA Defenseman of
the Week in Matt Tennyson,
who has nine points.
Western Michigan has
split time with playing goalies, but the freshman Frank
Slubowski has had more

4

starts. He has a 1.86 goalsagainst-average with a .912
save percentage, including
two shutouts.
Bergeron said the Broncos
are a very good team with a lot
of confidence.
"They definitely can beat
anyone on any given night"
he said. "They like to play an
up-and-down game. We just
need to put more pucks on
net. We have to get back to 30
shots a night."
The game Friday will be at
BGSU Ice Arena, and the game
Saturday will be at Western
Michigan. Both games start at
7:05 pm
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The Albert Pujols sweepstakes
went to the highest bidder
Thursday morning — Angels'
owner Arte Moreno at $254
million dollars.
While the Angels lineup
instantly improves tenfold,
the big winner in the move
is Pujols. I le got his ten-year,
$200+ million dollar contract
that, as reported by ESPN last
spring, he was seeking, and
was able to weasel a no-trade
clause into the deal to boot.
There is a lot of talk about
the risk Moreno has taken
signing the 31-year-old Pujols
to a 10-year deal considering
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I find this hard to believe. In
the 10 years leading up to the
ESPN interview, Rodriguez
averaged 44.7 home runs a
season. Thereafter, Rodriguez
hit 30 home runs during the
2009 season, another 30 in
2010, and just 16 in an injuryshortened 2011.
Meanwhile, Pujols has been
consistent since he entered
the league in 2001. He hit 37
homeruns his first year in the
league, and amassed the same
amount this past season.
This past season was the
only time Pujols' has dipped
below .300, finishing with a
.298 - pretty impressive considering he was at .267 through
the first two months. He would
finish the season strong hitting
.355 in September, and .353 in
the playoffs.
Another plus for the Angels

-

-

is that Pujols has recorded his
monster numbers with one
of the least violent swings in
baseball Despite leading the
majors in homers and RBIs
over the last ten years, Pujols
average bat speed is just 85
mph; with the average being
around 100 mph. Rodriguez
was recorded as high as 116
mph in 2011. Put simply,
Pujols has a swing that will
enable him to produce offensively deep into his career.
Even if Pujols' numbers
begin to dwindle during his
later 30s, I still think the production the Angels will get
out of him is well worth the
investment. It is also not a bad
thing the Angels compete in
the AL, as it allows them the
option of moving Pujols to DH
to save his strength towards
the end of his career.
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in a rough first half.
BG plans to continue its
winning streak through the
weekend, first with Austin
Peay Friday at 7 p.m. and
then with lacksonville.
The Falcons are looking to
extend a winning streak, and
the Dolphins are looking to
start one.
lacksonville has gone
winless in its last seven
matchups, including an
overtime contest against
Savannah State, losing by
three — its first overtime
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In fact, Valparaiso's three
losses are somewhat misleading. Two of those three
losses were against ranked
teams—73-64 against thenNo. 16 Arizona and 80-47 to
No. 2 Ohio State.
Valparaiso's third loss came
Wednesday night against
IPFW, its first game since it
beat Butler last Saturday.
BG will be the second
Mid-American Conference
team the Crusaders take on
this season. They beat Akron
62-59 on Nov. 18.

MICHAEL REED I THfBGNfWS

come, the Falcons' entire
18-player roster has improved
significantly. Martin is excited
to see what potential has yet to
be achieved.
Swimmers Vicky Yu and
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VICKY YU BG swimmer, competing in a butterfly event for the Falcons in the team's 168-121 loss against Ohio earlier this season.
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seasoa is nursing a sprained
ankle temporarily but has had
some incredible results for
the team to date. Sophomore
Brittany Szekety recorded
some very fast times last weekend and will be tough to race
in February.
Martin is very pleased with
the team as whole so far this

6

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

MEN'S

Alexis Kain, who already
achieved great success
this year in the pool, have
improved their times from a
year ago. Senior Sarah Reinink
has been improving her times
significantly since last season
as well
Emily Bennet, who has
almost been unbeatable this
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Angels' Pujols signing is a risk worth taking
the Yankees current situation with third baseman Alex
Rodriguez.
Since Rodriguez signed
the richest contract in MLB
history — 10-years, $275 million — with the Yankees after
winning the AL MVP in 2007,
his production has steadily
declined.
But as far as I'm concerned.
Moreno's gig with Pujols has a
lot more promise.
In February of 2009,
Rodriguez admitted to taking Performance Enhancing
Drugs during his three-year
tenure with theTexas Rangers.
Coincidentalry, Rodriquez hit
more home runs during that
span than any other threeyear span of his career.
And while he claims his
stint with the Rangers was
the only time he used PEDs,

8 2

3

season and is optimistic for
the results to come. The next
four duals will be at Michigan
State, at Buffalo, then at home
against Youngstown State and
Miami. Look for some strong
results from the Falcons as
they prepare for the MAC
Championships in February.

loss in four seasons.
With one more senior
on their team than Austin
Peay, the Dolphins are led by
senior Crystal Bell.
Topping off the team's
point average with 10.7 per
game, she led lacksonville in
its most recent loss to crosstown rival North Florida with
exactly 10 points on the night.
The Falcons and the
Dolphins are scheduled to
play at 2 p.m. on Sunday at
theStroh.
Both Austin Peay and
Jacksonville are coming off
major losses to near home
teams, whereas BG is riding
the winning bus back home.

Valparaiso has four
players averaging in double figures, led by Ryan
Broekhoffs 14.8 points per
game. He also leads the
team with nine rebounds
per game and is a close second on the team in assists,
with 2.67 per game.
Much like BG, the
Crusaders are a much better
home team than road team.
They are a perfect 4 -0 at home,
with a 2-3 road record. After
Wednesday's win, BG is 5-1 at
home and 0-2 on the road.
Saturday's game is scheduled to start at 8:05 p.m.
at Valparaiso's AthleticRecreation Center.
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Starbucks, Dunkin' Donuts offer students seasonal drinks to warm up
By Tyl«r Buchanan
Reporter

and Christmas Blend coffee, which
is a mix of aged Sumatra and has a
spicy taste, Piotrowski said.
Sophomore Heather Beltz, a regWhen the holiday season rolls
around, restaurants on campus ular at both coffee stores, said she
add more lhan just decorations to enjoys the new flavors.
"I have had [the Peppermint
their stores.
For the rest of the month, cus- Mocha] in three ways actually:
tomers can enjoy festive coffee and hot, las] an iced latte and actually
other seasonal drinks at Starbucks as a Frappuccino," Beltz said.
The lattes are made with
and Dunkin' Donuts.
At the Union Starbucks, several espresso, milk, whipped cream
products are featured for the holi- and flavor such as gingerbread,
day season, said Karen Piotrowski, Piotrowski said.
"They are very popular this time
a store coordinator.
New to Starbucks' nienu tit of.year.'slje, saic),, "Students tajce
three festive latte flavors: Eggnug, Jbags of coffee| home as gifts.
Holiday drinks are also feaCaramel Brulee and Gingerbread.
Also added is a Peppermint Mocha tured at Dunkin' Donuts, located

next to the Oaks dining center,
said Jason Knudsen, Dunkin'
Donuts Brand Manager.
"As far as beverages go we have
... Cinnamon Swirl, Gingerbread
Swirl, Peppermint Swirl," Knudsen
said.
Along with coffee, Dunkin'
Donuts features many other festive items on their menu, including holiday donuts.
Mint Hot Chocolate, available
during the winter season, is one
of the most popular drinks sold,
Knudsen said.
Starbucks
features
holiday drinks other than coffee as
well, including Peppermint Hot
Chocolate and Chai Eggnog,

Pulse Editor reflects on time at
college, newspaper

Piotrowski said.
"For people who don't like coffee, there's something for everybody," she said.
Cooper Mannon, another
Starbucks regular, said his favorite
drink is the Peppermint Mocha
with caramel drizzle.
"Caramel makes me happy,"
Mannon said. "And I think it usually makes any drink instantly
taste better."
Starbucks even offers a "skinny"
Peppermint Mocha, which comes
with fat-free milk and without
whipped cream, Piotrowski said.
Belt/, encourages businesses to
add more seasonal products and
drinks to their menus.

"Having these seasonal drinks
gives me the opportunity to get
drink flavors that I would not normally have." she said.
Mannon enjoys the new drinks
as well, although for his own
reasons.
"The other good Idrink] is the
Caramel Brulee Latte, but I usually only order it when there's cute
girls in line." he said. "Ordering
something fancy makes me feel
like a man."
Customers have at least until the
end of the month to try the holiday
flavors, but may have even longer,
Knudsen said.
"We will continue to sell until
every last drop is gone."
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By Matt Li....
Pulse Editor

My first day of college, I had an 8:30
a.m. statistics class.
After walking in pouring rain, I
dropped a bottle ofVitamin Water in
the middle of the classroom, which
resulted in purple liquid shooting all
over the floor. As everyone stared at
me, 1 wanted to walk out of the room
and never come back.
Needless to say, I survived, and
my first day of classes was not a representation of the four-and-a-half
years that followed.
But if 1 said college wasn't the
hardest thing I've ever done, I'd
be lying.
Stress was like a relative of mine,
always showing up at my doorstep
at the least opportune times. There
were times when I had so many
assignments to do, 24 hours in the
day wasn't nearly enough. I'm proud
to say I never had to pull an all-

nighter, but there were a few i ghts
I worked with less than two hours of
shut-eye.
The smartest decision 1 made was
to work for The BG News. No offense
to any of the teachers in the journalism department, but I learned much
more from working at the paper
than sitting in any classroom. That
newsroom taught me the importance of always having a back-up
plan, how my body reacts to a caffeine overload and the severity of
misquoting a school official.
The best thing to happen to me
was becoming the Pulse Editor.
Every week I tried to make the students feel at home, offering a forum
for them to go to for everything
entertainment. I aimed to represent
students, no matter their gender,
race, religion or sexual orientation. I
was given a chance to give a voice to
the student body, which otherwise
wouldn't have a voice. If it was happening in Hollywood, it was hap-

pening in Bowling Green, so why
not cover it?
Of course I loved the Lady Gaga,
Britney Spears and Harry Potter
themes The Pulse had. Or the awesome "Pulse Secret" special we had
for last Valentine's Day.
But, without a doubt, the issue
1 am most proud of was during
Coming Out Week last year, with
an "It Gets Better" theme. It featured one of the hardest columns
I've ever written, but its content
needed to be said. At a time when
so many suicides were occurring
among gay teens, I felt it was my
duty to share my thoughts on the
community I was born into. And
if I touched one person with my
column, I did my job.
I'll be gone, but The Pulse will
still be going strong. I know I'm
going to read it every Friday, which
means every single student at this
University should too.
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BG hockey looks to end skid in
home-and-home with WMU
ByM.iltNye
Reponw

The BCi hockey team will be
taking on the Broncas from
No. 8 Western Michigan
University this weekend in a
home-and-home series.
Last season the Falcons
went 0-1-1-1 against the
Broncos, where sophomore Ryan Viselli scored
his first career goal in the
first game.
The Falcons are still
struggling to
produce
positive results in the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. BG has a record

of 1-10-1-1 in the CCHA.
with both non-losses coming on the road. Coach Chris
Bergeron is 4-31-5 in the
CCHA since being named the
coach for BG.
Western Michigan (8-4-4,
6-4-2-2 CCI1A) is coming off
a series sweep against Ferris
State where it outscored the
Bulldogs 7-2.
The Broncos are led
by sophomores Shane
Berschbach and Chase
Balisy. They both have
recorded a team-high 14
points on the season. Junior
Dane Walters leads the
Broncos in goals with six.

"They definitely can
beat anyone on any
given night They like
to play an up-anddown game."
Chris Bergeron | BG coach

The Broncos also have reigning CCHA Uefenseman of
the Week in Matt Tennyson,
who has nine points.
Western Michigan has
split time with playing goalies, but the freshman Frank
Slubowski has had more

3
9

4

starts. He has a 1.86 goalsagainst-average with a .912
save percentage, including
two shutouts.
Bergeron said the Broncos
are a very good team with a lot
of confidence.
"They definitely can beat
anyone on any given night,"
he said. 'They like to play an
up-and-down game. We just
need to put more pucks on
net. We have to get back to 30
shots a night."
The game Friday will be at
BGSU Ice Arena, and the game
Saturday will be at Western
Michigan. Both games start at
7:05 p.m.
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Angels' Pujols signing is a risk worth taking

the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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COLUMNIST

The Albert Pujols sweepstakes
went to the highest bidder
Thursday morning — Angels'
owner Arte Moreno at $254
million dollars.
While the Angels lineup
instantly improves tenfold,
the big winner in the move
is Pujols. He got his ten-year.
S200* million dollar contract
that, as reported by ESPN last
spring, he was seeking, and
was able to weasel a no-trade
clause into the deal to boot.
There is a lot of talk about
the risk Moreno has taken
signing the 31-year-old Pujols
to a 10-year deal considering

I find this hard to believe. In
the 10 years leading up to the
ESPN interview, Rodriguez
averaged 44.7 home runs a
season. Thereafter, Rodriguez
hit 30 home runs during the
2009 season, another 30 in
2010, and just 16 in an injuryshortened 2011.
Meanwhik', Pujols has been
consistent since he entered
the league in 2001. He hit 37
homeruns his first year in the
league, and amassed the same
amount this past season.
This past season was the
only time Pujols' has dipped
below .300, finishing with a
.298 - pretty impressive considering he was at .267 through
the first two months. He wou Id
finish the season strong hitting
.355 in September, and .353 in
the playoffs.
Another plus for the Angels

is that Pujols has recorded his
monster numbers with one
of the least violent swings in
baseball. Despite leading the
majors in homers and RBIs
over the last ten years, Pujols
average bat speed is just 85
mph; with the average being
around 100 mph. Rodriguez
was recorded as high as 116
mph in 2011. Put simply,
Pujols has a swing that will
enable him to produce offensively deep into his career.
Even if Pujols' numbers
begin to dwindle during his
later 30s, I still think the production the Angels will get
out of him is well worth the
investment. It is also not a bad
thing the Angels compete in
the AL, as it allows them the
option of moving Pujols to DH
to save his strength towards
the end of his career.
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From Page 7
in a rough first half.
BG plans to continue its
winning streak through the
weekend, first with Austin
Peay Friday at 7 p.m. and
then with Jacksonville.
The Falcons are looking to
extend a winning streak, and
the Dolphins are looking to
start one.
Jacksonville has gone
winless in its last seven
matchups, including an
overtime contest against
Savannah State, losing by
three — its first overtime

In fact, Valparaiso's three
losses are somewhat misleading. Two of those three
losses were against ranked
teams — 73-64 against thenNo. 16 Arizona and 80-47 to
No. 2 Ohio State.
Valparaiso's third loss came
Wednesday night against
IPFW, its first game since it
beat Butler last Saturday.
BG will be the second
Mid-American Conference
team the Crusaders take on
this season. They beat Akron
62-59 on Nov. 18.

MICHAEL MED I IHSBGNFWS

VICKY YU BG swimmer, competing in a butterfly event lor the Fakons in the team's 168-121 loss against Ohio earlier this season.

From Page 7
come, the Falcons' entire
18-player roster lias improved
significantly. Martin is excited
to see what potential has yet to
be achieved.
Swimmers Vicky Yu and

-i ■. i -nil is nursing a sprained
ankle temporarily but has had
some incredible results for
the team to date. Sophomore
Brittany Szekely recorded
some very fast times last weekend and will be tough to race
in February.
Martin is very pleased with
the team as whole so far this
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From Page 7

Alexis Kain, who already
achieved great success
this year in the pool, have
improved their times from a
year ago. Senior Sarah Reinink
has been improving her times
significantly since last season
aswelL
Emily Bennet, who has
almost been unbeatable this
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles (or FREE.

MEN'S

SWIM

7

2

To play: Complete the grid

the Yankees current situation with third baseman Alex
Rodriguez.
Since Rodriguez signed
the richest contract in MLB
history — 10-years, $275 million — with the Yankees after
winning the AL MVP in 2007,
his production has steadily
declined.
But as far as I'm concerned.
Moreno's gig with Pujols has a
lot more promise.
In February of 2009,
Rodriguez admitted to taking Performance Enhancing
Drugs during his three-year
tenure with the Texas Rangers.
Coincidentally. Rodriquez hit
more home runs during that
span than any other threeyear span of his career.
And while he claims his
stint with the Rangers was
the only time he used PEDs.

8 2

season and is optimistic for
the results to come. The next
four duals will be at Michigan
State, at Buffalo, then at home
against Youngstown State and
Miami. Look for some strong
results from the Falcons as
they prepare for the MAC
Championships in February.

loss in four seasons.
With one more senior
on their team than Austin
Peay, the Dolphins are led by
senior Crystal Bell.
Topping off the team's
point average with 10.7 per
game, she led lacksonville in
its most recent loss to crosstown rival North Florida with
exactly 10 points on the night.
The Falcons and the
Dolphins are scheduled to
play at 2 p.m. on Sunday at
theStroh.
Both Austin Peay and
lacksonville are coming off
major losses to near home
teams, whereas BG is riding
the winning bus back home.

Valparaiso has four
players averaging in double figures, led by Ryan
Broekhoff's 14.8 points per
game. He also leads the
team with nine rebounds
per game and is a close second on the team in assists,
with 2.67 per game.
Much like BG. the
Crusaders are a much better
home team than road team.
They are a perfect 4-Oat home,
with a 2-3 road record. After
Wednesday's win, BG is 5-1 at
home and 0-2 on the road.
Saturday's game is scheduled to start at 8:05 p.m.
at Valparaiso's AthleticRecreation Center.
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WE ALSO OFFER:
> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

Free Resident Shuttle

> I & 2 Bedroom Apts

Air Conditioning

> Free Waters Trash

Free DVD Library

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

Call us about our current specials!

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
'restrictions appl)

APARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 1 lam-3pm

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
•
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Starbucks, Dunkin' Donuts offer students seasonal drinks to warm up
By TyUr Buchanan
Reporter

and Christmas Blend coffee, which
is a mix of aged Sumatra and has a
spicy taste, Piotrowski said.
Sophomore Heather Belt/., a regWhen the holiday season rolls
around, restaurants on campus ular at both coffee stores, said she
add more than just decorations to enjoys the new flavors.
"I have had |the Peppermint
their stores.
For the rest of the month, cus- Mocha] in three ways actually:
tomers can enjoy festive coffee and hot. |as| an iced latte and actually
other seasonal drinks at Starbucks as a Frappuccino," Beltz said.
The lattes are made with
and Dunkin' Donuts.
At the Union Starbucks, several espresso, milk, whipped cream
products are featured for the holi- and flavor such as gingerbread,
day season, said Karen Piotrowski. Piotrowski said.
"They are very popular this time
a store coordinator.
New to Starbucks' menu are, of year," she said.."Students tajce
three festive latte flavors: Eggnog, Ibags of coffeel home as gifts*
Holiday drinks are also feaCaramel Brulee and Gingerbread.
Also added is a Peppermint Mocha tured at Dunkin' Donuts, located

next to the Oaks dining center,
said laSOD Knudsen, Dunkin'
Donuts Brand Manager.
"As far as beverages go we have
... Cinnamon Swirl. Gingerbread
Swirl, Peppermint Swirl," Knudsen
said.
Along with coffee, Dunkin'
Donuts features many other festive items on their menu, including holiday donuts.
Mint Hot Chocolate, available
during the winter season, is one
Of the most popular drinks sold,
Knudsen said.
Starbucks
features
holiday drinks other than coffee as
well, including Peppermint Hot
Chocolate and Chai Eggnog,

Piotrowski said.

"For people who don't like coffee, there's something for everybody," she said.
Cooper Mannon. another
Starbucks regular, said his favorite
drink is the Peppermint Mocha
with caramel drizzle.
"Caramel makes me happy,"
Mannon said. "And 1 think it usually makes any drink instantly
taste better."
Starbucks even offers a "skinny"
Peppermint Mocha, which comes
with fat-free milk and without
whipped cream, Piotrowski said.
Beltz encourages businesses to
add more seasonal products and
drinks to their menus.

"Having these seasonal drinks
gives me the opportunity to get
drink flavors that I would not normally have," she said.
Mannon enjoys the new drinks
as well, although for his own
reasons.
The other good Idrinkl is the
Caramel Brulee Latte. but 1 usually only order it when there's cute
girls in line," he said. "Ordering
something fancy makes me feel
like a man."
Customers have at least until the
end of the month to try the holiday
flavors, but may have even longer,
Knudsen said.
We will continue to sell until
every last drop is gone."

Pulse Editor reflects on time at
college, newspaper
tM23mtor two summers ago. And thank

forobgl„gwt,en|proposedan.deafora
Amanda McGuire Rzicnek

i

pfari Schneider,
most dependable people I know. 1 MndyBaltes
Thanks for constantly making me I and Jenny
and Zach Gase You are the

hungry and needing to download [ Macino The
more music every time I read yourl f things you
weekly contribution.
By Matt Liass*
Pulse Editor

My first day of college, 1 had an 8:30
a.m. statistics class.
After walking in pouring rain, I
dropped a bottle of Vitamin Water in
the middle of the classroom, which
resulted in purple liquid shooting all
over the floor. As everyone stared at
me, I wanted to walk out of the room
and never come back.
Needless to say, I survived, and
my first day of classes was not a representation of the four-and-a-half
years that followed.
But if 1 said college wasn't the
hardest thing I've ever done, I'd
be lying.
Stress was like a relative of mine,
always showing up at my doorstep
at the least opportune times. There
were times when 1 had so many
assignments to do, 24 hours in the
day wasn't nearly enough. I 'm proud
to say I never had to pull an all-

nighter, but there were a few i ghts
1 worked with less than two hours of
shut-eye.
The smartest decision I made was
to work for The BG News. No offense
to any of the teachers in the journalism department, but I learned much
more from working at the paper
than sitting in any classroom. That
newsroom taught me the importance of always having a back-up
plan, how my body reacts to a caffeine overload and the severity of
misquoting a school official.
The best thing to happen to me
was becoming the Pulse Editor.
Every week I tried to make the students feel at home, offering a forum
for them to go to for everything
entertainment. I aimed to represent
students, no matter their gender,
race, religion or sexual orientation. I
was given a chance to give a voice to
the student body, which otherwise
wouldn't have a voice. If it was happening in Hollywood, it was hap-

pening in Bowling Green, so why
not cover it?
Of course I loved the Lady Gaga,
Britney Spears and Harry Potter
themes The Pulse had. Or the awesome "Pulse Secret" special we had
for last Valentine's Day.
But, without a doubt, the issue
I am most proud of was during
Coming Out Week last year, with
an "It Gets Better" theme. It featured one of the hardest columns
I've ever written, but its content
needed to be said. At a time when
so many suicides were occurring
among gay teens, I felt it was my
duty to share my thoughts on the
community I was born into. And
if I touched one person with my
column, I did my job.
I'll be gone, but The Pulse will
still be going strong. I know I'm
going to read it every Friday, which
means every single student at this
University should too.
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Students employ unconventional study methods
ByAl.xAlmh.ff
Reporter

With exam week overhead,
students are finding beneficial ways to help prepare
— including implementing
the phrase "sex, drugs and
rock n' roll."
Sophomore Shane Hughs
said sex helps him during
exam week.
"Sex helps keep you
calm, relaxed and fresh,"
Hughs said.
)unk>r lake Gr/ymala has a
different approach.
"My good luck charm:
Adderall," Grzymala said.
Other students take a more
musical approach to studying.
Junior Erin Ziemes said
when she studies math, she
will listen to hard rock.
For each subject, Ziemes lis-

tens to a different music genre.
"I have to listen to loud music
whenever I study," sophomore
Carlos Santizo said.
Some students also have
certain quirks to get them
through exams.
"I usually go study at
Grounds For Thought, or any
coffee place really," senior
Adriane Roberts said.
"They have good coffee and
it's quiet," Roberts said.
Roberts also said she has to
have a purple pencil when she
takes exams, and she comes
prepared with back ups.
According to senior Greg
Blinn, the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity is having a brotherhood retreat at a cabin this
weekend to get away from the
distractions of college.
"My study habit is that 1

don't ever study," senior
Sarah Bales said. "I prefer
exams over papers any day."
For students wishing to take
a more traditional study route,
the Jerome Library's hours
have been extended for the
past two weeks.
"We've noticed a large
increase of students |at the
library! over the last year,"
said Julie McCarroll, cir-

tYlER STABLE l THE K NEWS

culation coordinator at the
Jerome Library.
Sunday and Monday are
typically the busiest days
before attendance starts to go
down, McCarroll said.
Monday was the busiest
day, with nearly 3,000 students
visiting the library, she said.
What has attracted more
students to the library is the

REVIEWS

introduction of Thinker's
Cafe, the Learning Commons
and the quiet atmosphere,
McCarroll said.
The Learning Commons is
also accommodating students
for exam week with extended
hours.
"We try to create a space
where students can come
and do some work and relax."
said Jay Clevengcr, writing
coordinator for the Learning
Commons.
The Sunday before exams,
the Learning Commons is
hosting a "Finals S.O.S."
session from 6 to 10 p.m.
where students can study,
relieve stress, eat popcorn
and play the Nintendo Wii,
Clevenger said.
Drop-in rates ofstudents visiting the Learning Commons

have increased, and students
are matched with tutors to
make a more personalized
experience, Clevenger said.
Clevenger also gave some
studying advice.
"Start early," Clevenger said
"You can't cram for a test."
Study groups are also "phenomenal" by allowing students to have a conversation
about the class and compare
notes, he said.
"Ask for help if you're confused; that's why we exist,"
Clevenger said. "There are
many campus resources
available that students should
take advantage of."
For more information on
th library or the Learning
Commons's hours, visit bgsu.
edu/colleges/library/index.
htmL

Arts X event exhibits
BGSU art, talents

ALBUM
Artist THE BUCK KFYS

ByRandiBnckman
WWWNONISU'IUOM

By ZachGaie

It was only 10 months ago
when The Black Keys brought
home two Grammys for
their breakthrough album.
"Brothers."
Dan Auerbach and Patrick
Carney are back again,
teaming up with Danger
Mouse for their seventh
album, "El Camino."
On the album's CD and vinyl
packagingthere isa sticker that
says "Play Loud" on the cover,
this is the only way to listen
to this fast-paced, hard-hitting
album which picks up exactly
where "Brothers" left off, with
the undeniably catchy lead
single, 'Lonely Boy."
"El Camino" is easily the

Akron-based, blues-rock duos
most pop-conscious effort yet,
but in absolutely no way is that
a bad thing.
The Keys didn't really tinker too much with the formula that worked so well on
"Brothers," and they're one of
the few bands who probably
don't need to switch anything up.
Every single track on "El
Camino" is an uptempo, fastpaced song with a sing-along
hook like "Run Right Back"
and "Nova Baby." "El Camino"
is a slimmed down version
of "Brothers" that feels like a
15-minute jam session.
Auerbach and Carney play
into their strengths, which are

catchy blues-pop tunes with
proficient drumming and guitar playing.
Part of what makes The Keys
so likable is their ability to not
take themselves so seriously.
Their whole "just kidding,
kiinl.i mentality allows them
to pull off somewhat cheesy
lyrics that appear on songs like
"Dead and Gone."
Almost the entire record is
nothing but bluesy, pop jams,
but the standout track is "Little
Black Submarines." The track
starts off as slow ballad, but
about halfway through the
track Auerbach comes in with
a huge guitar riff and continues tq rock the rest of the
record.
,

In a recent interview Carney
talked about making a followup to a successful album like
"Brothers," and said bands
with newfound success can
"take a few different routes."
"You can make a difficult,
eccentric, bizarre indie album
if you are worried about maintaining cred, or you can make
the same album you made
before if you're worried about
alienating your audience. Or
you can just try to make a
record that you think people
will like and that you like, too.
We owe it to our fans to make
something that we're really
proud of."
And that's exactly what "El
Camino" is.

Reporter

"X" marks the spot of collaboration — this is the idea
behind this weeknd's Arts
X event.
The event will bring together several different types of
art in one place, for one night,
for all to come and enjoy.
Arts X will take place Friday
from 6 to 10 p.m. for free in
the Fine Arts Center. The Wolfe
Center will also be open during
the event for the public to go
and check out.
"It is the opening of the
Wolfe Center," said Allison
Terry-Fritsch, the coordinator
of the event. "There isn't anything going on over there, but
it will be open for people,,to

look at."
This is the seventh or eighth
year the University's School of
Art has hosted the event
Originally Arts X was put on
as a means to showcase visual
arts, Terry-Fritsch said. Now
the event has more than just
visual arts.
More than 250 faculty and
students will be involved with
the event this year. It's the
largest number of people ever,
Terry-Fritsch said.
The event will have activities
like dance, a flash mob, performances, bronze pour (pouring bronze into molds to create
sculpture), glass blowing and
ceramic making, Terry-Fritsch
vt, ARTSX | Page I'
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Lack of snow, surplus of style The Daily Crossword Fix
B,M.g.nK,»ft
Fashion PHotographei

Little snow has given students a little more time to
finish rocking their fall pea
coats, leather jackets and jeggings, as opposed to the snow
pants that will soon take over.
Brutal winds will slip into
blazers, so it's time to break
out the heavy winter gear.
But you don't have to
rock that huge, puffy, add15-pounds-to-your-abdomen
jacket you've owned for years.
As seen on Chris, cargo
jackets are coming back.
Girls, check out Forever
21's olive padded cargo
coat for $40.
Guys, check out PacSun's
Sherman cargo jacket for $80,
or American Eagle's military
jacket. With cargo jackets'
lined insides, you can stay
warm without all the annoying puff.
Follow these trends to get
the latest winter gear, and
stay fashionable, Falcons.

nnnn annc
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ARTSX
From Page 10
said.
The art history students
will be dressing up as different artists and artwork, TerryFritsch said. Every space in
the School of Art is open to
the public.
Nate Brown, a freshman
theatre major with a specialization in youth theatre and
puppetry, will perform monologues with puppets.

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
accept adwrtlaamantl ihai discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any Individual or
group on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on
the basis of any other legally protected status.

1 Pollen is produced in them
2 Sci-fi vehicles
3 Many a Lewis Black bit
4 Break site
5 Whistling zebra?
6 "It Only _ a Butterfly-:
Imogen Heap song
7 Comic intro?
8 Carolina university
9 Luxurious
10 In a log
11 Simple place to rest 36 _ Fridays
37 Filmmaker Peckinpah
12 Chess champ after
38 Recording giant
Fischer
47 Like some inspections
13_51
14 Original name of the 49 Knitter's pattern
radio show 'Gang
51 Minneapolis suburb
52 Behind-the-lines job
Busters'
53 Reacted to bad news,
H
■'
15 Brutus's being
II
maybe
22 Increase one's
W
54 Remove
home's value, in a
55
Shimmering
swimmer
way
sT~
56 Caramel-in-chocolate
24 McCartney song
brand
H
inspired by a dream
57 Latch (onto)
25 Baking aid
59 -Bibbidi-Bobtudi26 Bride's accessory
Boo" prop
27 Star known by her
ACROSS
61 Film composer
first name
Menken with eight
29 Al's nemesis
Oscars
1 Unexpected delivery
30 Shiny shell lining
62 Protests
16 War novel that became a Gary
31 Rough cloth
63 Hook's right hand
Cooper film
34 Rage
65 "My mama done _
17 Cypress and others
35 Not a whit
me...*
18 '03 retirees
53
Annual
employee
review
con66 Letters on the beach
19 Get ready to dry
tributor
20 Window shopper's buy?
55 AMA and ADA
ANSWERS
21 Nabisco trademark
58 Chemist for whom a flask is
23 Ring up?
named
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25 Gem
60 Uses up one's minutes, and
3 1 V 1 d S 3 N O N 0 1 0 1 V
28 The Oscars, e.g.
then some
n n 1 A S V 1 V O 1 J 1 1 0 d
32 Start of a cheer
64 Dissident's request
s a V sin v w 3 aHs o a 0
33 Numismatist's prize
67 Tons to do
39 It has collars and stays
68 Military priority
a 3 ilrlil
Hilo H V i
40 Hoop spot
3 U oHi i
1 1 1 (lHv u 3
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i
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42 Some bling
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43 Jazz _
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44 Fix the boundaries of
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48 Suspensefulry heW in
s
n
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«
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i
1
3
a V i V
50 Phil, for one

One of the puppets he will
be using is named Art, who is a
sasquatchhesaid.
Students are encouraged to
come check out the many different types of art being shown
at Arts X.
"Support the arts," Brown
said. "BG has the lead art programs in Ohio."
Lizzy Bolze, a senior
arts history major, said
students and the public
should go to Arts X to see
the arts at the University.
"Bowling Green State

University is where the art is
happening, and it's fun to see
the different art at the event,"
Bolze said
With the entire Fine Arts
Center being used there will
be many different exhibits.
"[Students] can walk
around and see all of the arts
in one place," Bolze said. "It's
an open house for all the arts:
demos, projects, music, performance. It's a great social
event for the end of the year
for everyone to get to see each
other."

Help Wanted

For Rant

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Bartending, up to $300/day
No exp needed, training crse
avail, oall 800-965-6520 x174

1BR apt. close to campus, ideal
tor grad students, avail late Dec.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414

424 E Wooster.large 3BR apt,
Avail Fall 2012, $950/mo,
utils included Call 419-352-5882

Houses for rent. 4-5 BR. 2 baths,
between campus & downtown.
$1500/mo. call 419-340-2500.

Construction help wanted,
Ilex hours, drivers license req.
Call 419-308-2456 lor more inlo.

1 BR apt. no pets, lease.
Heat, water and sewer incl
567-249-5934 or 419-352-2104.

2BR, 1BA house, near downtown,
no pets, non-smoking, quiet.
W/D hook-up. S685/mo 4 utils
Call 973-262-7871.

Brand new 6 BR, 3 bath home.
close to campus!
Call 419-308-2456 tor more into

Large 4-5BR house zoned for up
to 5 people w/ 2 kitchens,
2 baths, close to downtown.
$1175/mo, call 419-308-1191.

Uraku Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers, call 419-352-7070.
www.urakusushi.com

For Rent

Services Offered
Campus Pollyeyes •
"Like" us on Facebookl
440 E Court St - 419-352-9638.

•2012-13 nouses, apts avail.
All next to campus, quiet area.
also rms $225 and Jan 2012 apts
419-353-0325 / cartyrentals com

2 S 3 BR apts 8 townhouses.
Scon Hamilton 4th & 5th Sis
Avail May 2012. pets welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com
20112-13 S.Y. Leases:
3BR house, W/D. central air,
dishwasher, S700/rno.
Avail May 15.2012.
2 upper apts in house w/ shared
bath. $275/mo & $350/mo.
Call 419-601-3225 lor more inlo!
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"Lioness: Hidden Treasures

3 BR house tor rent, mid May
W/D. AC, fenced yard,near campus. 1 dog OK. 419-494-3844.
3 rooms (or rent, includes W/D.
very close to campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800
312 N. Enterprise, nice 3 BR
home, avail Fall 2012, $1,100/mo.
Call 419-352-5882.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

3BR houses, 2 car garage, W/D,
AC, lyr lease, 2012-13 8.y.
$1200/mo plus utils.
949 Scott Hamilton. 138 Williams.
Call 419-654-9512

HOUSES close to campus!
2012-2013 May/August
Leases now availble!
Call 419-352-6064 or
www froboserenlals com

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
available August 15th, 2012:
Lease req, Excellent Condition!
114 Ridge Street - $1200/mo.
227 E Reed - S950/mo.
112 Clay Street - S850/mo.
118 Clay Street - $850/mo.
812 Third Street - $800/mo
606 Fifth Street - $800/mo
131 Church Street - $750/mo.
For more info call 419-308-2456.
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•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
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Management Inc.

. 419-352-7691
EHO
cormorantco.com

1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

419-353-5800
meccabg.com

419^25^680

1-2-3 bdr Apts/twhs only
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Erin Cox's review of the
movie "Mew Years Eve"

Personals
Check out PagliasBG.com
or 'Like" us on Facebook!
945 S. Main. 419-352-7571
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NK YOU
CAN DO BOTH!)

12' ■. Decent* 9 - Sunday, December 11.2011

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

| 8-10 P.M.
Tour the landmark facility designed by international award-winning
Snohetta of Oslo, Norway
Enjoy light refreshments
Featuring the 400-seat Thomas B. and Kathleen M. Donnell Theatre and the
120-seat Eva Marie Saint Theatre
> Free and open to the public

THE WOLFE CENTER FOR THE ARTS PUBLIC OPENING

| FINE ARTS BUILDING | 6-10 P.M.
> Showcasing the creations of students, faculty and staff
> New TARTA bus wraps on display
> Art demonstrations, performances, exhibitions and sales
> Free and open to the public

ARTS EXTRAVAGANZA

BGSU
bgsu.edu/wolfe
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